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ITOSU “ANKO” YASUTSUNE AND HIS CONTRIBUTION TO OKINAWAN
MARTIAL ARTS
It is said by many practitioners that karate is a deeply philosophical practice. To
many it brings ethical principles and spiritual significance to those who follow this
pathway.
As new and experienced practitioners of Shorin‐ryu karate, we continually learn and
develop our kihon “basics” (i.e., stances, punches, strikes, kicks, blocks, footwork),
kata (a formalized sequence of defensive and offensive movements which include
kihon) and we develop our kumite (i.e., sparring with light physical contact). One
fundamental and important series of kata that we learn and practice, as part of our
basic development in Shorin‐ryu, is a series of kata known as Pinan. There are five
Pinan kata; Shodan, Nidan, Sandan, Yondan & Godan. Many who have studied the
Pinan kata believe that Pinan means; “peace of mind”. When Gichin Funakoshi
(1890‐1954), one of the great Okinawan karate masters, brought karate from
Okinawa to Japan in 1921, he renamed the kata to Heian, which is translated as
"peaceful mind".
Who created the Pinan kata? What additional contributions to karate did this
person make? Who was his teacher, his students and how did he influence the
development of karate?
The great contributor and legend is Itosu “Anko” Yasutsune.
Itosu composed the Pinan kata (Shodan to Godan kata) in
1907 and he is also one of the greatest contributors to the
development of karate. Itosu Anko was born in Gibo Village,
Shuri, Okinawa (Ryukyu Kingdom) in 1831 and he died in
Shuri, Okinawa, Japan in 1915 at the age of 85. He was raised
in a strict home in a family of position (noble family). As a
child, Itosu was small, shy and introverted. During his childhood, he was educated
in the Chinese classics and calligraphy, and developed excellent writing skills. As an
adult, he was of average height with a barrel chest and he had superior strength in
his hands and arms. It is said that he could crush thick bamboo stalks within his
iron grip hands. Itosu received his nickname "Anko," which means “horse,” from

the horse stance which he was superb in demonstrating. Itosu was known to walk
in the horse stance position from time to time.
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Itosu Anko began his study of karate under Nagahama Chikudun Pechin. This study
led him to Matsumura Soken (1809‐1899) who is believed by many to be the father
of karate and the head bodyguard for the last ruler of the Ryukyu kingdom.
Matsumura Soken is considered the “last warrior of Shuri”.
Matsumura’s contributions to Karate‐Do in addition to
technique include the development of the “Karate Scrolls”,
which outline the principles of behavior for all followers of the
karate way. It is believed that Itosu Anko was Matsumura’s
number one student. Itosu Anko trained under Matsumura for
over thirty years, and without question Itosu contributed
more to the development of karate than any other master in
history. Itosu believed the body should be trained to withstand the hardest of
blows. Perhaps this is one reason why today we train and condition so hard in the
dojo.
A part of Itosu Anko’s development and training included makiwara practice. The
makiwara is a padded striking post used as a training tool in a variety of styles in
traditional karate. It was said that Itosu walked to the imperial tombs every day and
practiced his punches against stone walls that lined the grounds. He once tied a
leather sandal to a stone wall in an effort to construct a better makiwara. His strikes
to the makiwara wall were so fierce that stone fell from the wall. After a few more
strikes, Itosu destroyed the wall. This tradition and practice of makiwara remains
today an important part of karate, with wood replacing the stone wall. Today the
makiwara is placed into a stand so that it is near shoulder height, and is used for
close range practice from about 5‐8 feet away. The makiwara develops a
practitioner’s strike, punch and kick by allowing the practitioner to experience
resistance to punches, kicks and other strikes.
Itosu was a man who was known to avoid physical violence his entire life. There are
many stories about how he carried himself during the confrontations he
encountered. He was a man of great dignity who deeply respected humanity. One
story has it that Itosu was walking near a restaurant in Naha, Okinawa when a
strong man attacked him from behind, aiming a blow to the back of Itosu’s head.
Not turning, Itosu grabbed the attacker’s fist with his right hand and without
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breaking stride; he guided the man right into the restaurant. He then calmly greeted
the waitress, requested a table and then ordered food and wine. Still holding the
man’s hand, Itosu took a sip of wine and then pulled the man around to take a first
look of him. He smiled looking into the man’s eyes and said to the man, “I don’t
know what your grudge against me could be, but let’s have a drink together!”
Perhaps it’s Itosu’s beliefs and actions that live on with us in spirit and continue
today as a belief that karate is a defense…. Do not strike first. “In many ways the fact
that Itosu never fought seems to exemplify the ancient martial arts maxim
“Tatakawa zushite katsu” which is often described as “karate ni sente nashi” (there
is no first strike in karate)” as Quoted by Nagamine Shoshin in his book Tales of
Okinawa’s Great Masters.
Itosu Anko served as Secretary to the last king of the Ryukyu Islands until Japanese
abolished the monarchy in 1879. Nagamine Shoshin, in his book “Tales of Okinawan
Masters” expressed that it “was a difficult time for the Okinawans; it was a time
when old gave way to new.” It was under these trying times that Itosu came to fully
understand what mastering of to‐te (karate) really meant.” Itosu retired from his
service to government and began to practice and teach karate full time in his home.
Highly skilled in the traditions of karate, Itosu was a teacher to anyone who wanted
to learn. He developed many outstanding students, many who went on to become
legendary and significant contributors to karate. A chart of Itosu’s karate heritage,
including Itosu’s teacher Soken Matsumura and many of his legendary students is
provided on page 8.
In 1901, Itosu was instrumental in getting
karate introduced into Okinawa’s schools.
He was a part time teacher around 1909
at Okinawa’s First Junior Prefectural High
School and at the Shuri Jinjo Elementary
School, instructing karate as an extra‐
curricular activity. It was there that he
developed the systematic methods of
teaching karate techniques that are used
today in our practice of karate. Itosu is credited with codifying the kata that he
learned from his teacher Soken Matsumura.
The above photo is believed to have been shot around 1909 or 1910 when Itosu had just started teaching at the
Prefectural Middle School (the present Shuri High School). Besides Itosu, [the photo also includes] the [school] principal
Okubo Shuhachi, (the Judo sensei) Ikeda Takehiko and students are there. Photo contributed by Kinjo Hiroshi, printed
Okinawa Times Feb. 26, 2006
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In 1907 Itosu created and introduced the Pinan kata as a learning tool for students
because he felt the older kata were too long and difficult for school children to learn
and understand. It is believed that Itosu may have drawn Pinan from two older
kata: kusanku and chiang nan. One story behind the history of the Pinan kata holds
that Itosu learned the chiang nan kata from a Chinese man who lived in Okinawa.
Chiang nan became known as "Channan", an Okinawan
interpretation of the Chinese pronunciation. Unfortunately
the original chiang nan kata has been lost. Today the Pinan
kata has been adopted by many teachers and schools of
karate. It is practiced today in many styles of martial arts
including Shorin‐ryu and in our RyuBuKan dojo.
Itosu Anko has been credited in taking the original large
Naihanchi kata and breaking it down into the well‐known
three smaller kata that we practice today: Naihanchi Shodan,
Naihanchi Nidan, and Naihanchi Sandan. Naihanchi is a kata
that is performed entirely in a straddle stance (kiba dachi)
and it is one of the principle kata of Shorin‐Ryu. Itosu Anko
is believed to have learned the original Naihanchi kata from Soken Matsumura and it
is thought by many researchers that he created the Naihanchi Nidan and Sandan
kata. Others believe that the original kata was merely broken down into three
separate kata probably due to constraints of space in the dojo.
The Naihanchi kata is so important to the old style of karate that Kentsu Yabu
(1866‐1937), a student of Itosu, often told his students “Karate begins and ends
with Naihanchi” and he told his students that they must practice Naihanchi 10,000
times to make it their own. Before Itosu Anko created the Pinan, Naihanchi would
traditionally be taught in the schools of karate. Naihanchi remains today as one of
the principle kata that we practice and perform. Naihanchi Shodan is among the
first kata that we learn study and practice as new practitioners of Shorin‐ryu karate.
In 1908, Itosu Anko wrote the “Ten Precepts of Karate” letter to draw the attention
of the Ministry of Education and the Ministry of War in Japan. Itosu’s prior position
as Secretary to the last king of the Ryukyu Islands enabled him to be highly
influential in the introduction of karate into the Okinawan school system. The letter
has been influential in the spread of karate throughout the world and holds true
today as we learn and pass on to others the knowledge and spirit of karate.
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Ten Precepts (Tode Jukun) of Karate

A translation of Itosu’s letter reads:

Ten Precepts of Karate
Karate did not develop from Buddhism or
Confucianism. In the past the Shorin‐ryu
school and the Shorei‐ryu school were brought
to Okinawa from China. Both of these schools
have strong points, which I will now mention
before there are too many changes:

1.

Karate is not merely practiced for your own benefit; it can be used to protect
one's family or master. It is not intended to be used against a single assailant
but instead as a way of avoiding a fight should one be confronted by a villain
or ruffian.

2.

The purpose of karate is to make the muscles and bones hard as rock and to
use the hands and legs as spears. If children were to begin training in Tang Te
while in elementary school, then they will be well suited for military service.
Remember the words attributed to the Duke of Wellington after he defeated
Napoleon: "The Battle of Waterloo was won on the playing fields of Eton."

3.

Karate cannot be quickly learned. Like a slow moving bull, it eventually
travels a thousand miles. If one trains diligently every day, then in three or
four years one will come to understand karate. Those who train in this
fashion will discover karate.

4.

In karate, training of the hands and feet are important, so one must be
thoroughly trained on the makiwara. In order to do this, drop your
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shoulders, open your lungs, take hold of your strength, grip the floor with
your feet, and sink your energy into your lower abdomen. Practice using each
arm one to two hundred times each day.
5.

When one practices the stances of Tang Te, be sure to keep your back
straight, lower your shoulders, put strength in your legs, stand firmly, and
drop your energy into your lower abdomen.

6.

Practice each of the techniques of karate repeatedly, the use of which is
passed by word of mouth. Learn the explanations well, and decide when and
in what manner to apply them when needed. Enter, counter, release is the
rule of releasing hand (torite).

7.

You must decide if karate is for your health or to aid your duty.

8.

When you train, do so as if on the battlefield. Your eyes should glare,
shoulders drop, and body harden. You should always train with intensity and
spirit, and in this way you will naturally be ready.

9.

One must not over train; this will cause you to lose the energy in your lower
abdomen and will be harmful to your body. Your face and eyes will turn red.
Train wisely.

10.

In the past, masters of karate have enjoyed long lives. Karate aids in
developing the bones and muscles. It helps the digestion as well as the
circulation. If karate should be introduced beginning in the elementary
schools, then we will produce many men each capable of defeating ten
assailants. I further believe this can be done by having all students at the
Okinawa Teachers' College practice karate. In this way, after graduation, they
can teach at the elementary schools that which they have been taught. I
believe this will be a great benefit to our nation and our military. It is my
hope you will seriously consider my suggestion.

Anko Itosu, October 1908
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ITOSU’s KARATE HERITAGE
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Notables about Itosu’s Legendary Student’s
and their Students who have followed:
Choshin Chibana (listed above) –
Chosin Chibana is credited with the development of the Kobayashi
Branch of “Shorin‐ryu”, one style of karate we practice today.

Gichen Funakosi (listed above) –
Gichen Funakosi is credited with introducing karate into Japan in 1921
and for the creation of Shotokan style of karate.

Shoshin Nagamine –
A student of Chotoku Kyan and Motobu Choki. Nagamine was a
sensei to Katsuhiko Shinzato in 1967. He is author of the book; The
Essence of Okinawan Karate‐Do. In 1941 Nagamine developed the
Fukyugata Ichi kata. It is one of the first kata we learn and to many it
is cherished. The kata was one of several developed based on the
request in 1940 by the Karate‐Do Special Committee to expand the
karate curriculum taught in the school system. The Committee was
assembled by the General Hayakawa, Governor of Okinawa.
Nagamine was a prestigious committee member.

Katsuhiko Shinzato –
Professor, teacher & historian. Shinzato translated
Shoshin Nagamine’s writing into English and has been
a sensei and teacher to Jim Silvan & Pedro Bernardy
(our Sensei).
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A Dedication to the Spirit and Contribution of Itosu Anko
During periods of change throughout his life, Itosu
Anko dedicated his life and used his spirit,
knowledge and strength to the practice and
development of karate (to‐te). Today a
commemorative stone monument rests alongside
Itosu’s gravesite in the forest of Furushima in
Mawashi Okinawa. The stone monument marks the
contributions and achievements that Itosu
preserved, developed and passed on to his students
and others.

The inscription on Itosu’s stone monument reads:
“Itosu Anko was born in Shuri’s tiny hamlet of Gibo in 1831.
He died in Yamakawa village in March of 1915, at the age of
eightyfive. Having mastered the principles of karatejutsu,
Itosu Anko dedicated his entire life to the development of
modern Karatedo. Itosu Anko is recognized as the man
most responsible for bringing karate out from behind its
closed doors of obscurity and introducing it into the school
system, where it first served as an adjunct to physical
education. His immeasurable contributions provided the
very foundations on which modern karatedo was
established.”

August 30, 1964
Established by the Kobayashi‐ryu Karate‐Do Kyokai
President; Chibana Chosin
Calligrapher; Iraha Choko
Engraver; Ishimine Jitsuhiko
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